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The evolution of malware
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The new cybercriminal

The fix



The Early Days of Malware
Annoying ads and popups



Show Me The Money
$1.5 Trillion in damage and theft



Disruption Cost Damages

A major event causes significant 
disruption to an organization’s 
operations

The remediation cost can include IT 
labor, software/hardware, direct 
costs (i.e. ransom payments), fines, 
legal fees, and reputation

The cost to remediate an event 
can consume most of an 
average annual security budget

Remediating Major Events



Remediation Expenditures

Global average: 12.5% of overall security budget 
The global average is ~$289k for event remediation

Organizations spent a large portion of their annual security 
budget to address active compromises

USA: 14.7% of overall security budget
The USA average is ~$429k for event remediation 
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*Most major breaches out of budget



Security Costs at Mid-size 
Companies

Mid-size companies are getting squeezed
• High security cost per user

These companies are most impacted by the 
security skills shortage
• Having difficulties acquiring good 

security tools, hiring security experts, 
training staff in the latest security 
techniques, and retaining the talent



Mid-size are experiencing about the same levels 
of major incidents caused by phishing, spear 
phishing, and hacktivist as the largest 
corporations

• They also chart significantly higher levels of 
adware, accidental insider data breaches, and 
intentional insider data breaches

• Most concerned about nation state attacks?

Attacks on Mid-size 
Companies
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Response time can lag and repairs are delayed with a 
high number of threats due to fewer security specialists 
working with smaller security budgets

Bad: They have the highest percentage of security 
budget spent on remediating attacks than larger 
enterprises

Good: They had the highest percentage of security 
budget increases from 2017 to 2018

Did remediation costs cause the large increase in the 
2018 budgets?

Response Time for Mid-size 
Companies
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Phishing is the most common attack 
used for US organizations, affecting 
53% of organizations

Others include adware/spyware 
(45%), spearphishing (23%), 
accidental insider breach (21%), and 
ransomware (20%)

Phishing is The Most 
Common Attack

SPEARPHISHING 

23%

ADWARE/SPYWARE

45%

ACCIDENTAL
INSIDER BREACH

21%

RANSOMWARE

20%
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GLOBAL

$536K
$615K

By normalizing security budgets to a 2,500-employee organization, the global 
average for a security budget rose from $536K (2017) to $615K (2018)

In the US, budgets jumped from $697K (2017) to $845K (2018)

USA
$845K

$697K

Total Security Budgets
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No solution is 100% effective, 100% 
of the time

• Any vendor that argues with this is 
not only missing threats, but lying to 
you! 

Through our analytics, we see 
instances of all currently available AV 
protection platforms failing at some 
point in stopping nascent security 
threats.

Endpoint solutions are failing: why? 



Other AVs Failures

A 9,299,883

B 2,007,190

C 643,661

D 549,485

E 448,498

F 422,944

G 413,793

H 186,718

Current AV Failures

www.malwarebytes.com/remediationmap

Just a few months of data…



Cybersecurity threats will continue to 
evolve

• There is always a vulnerability to attack

• The key is to protect, respond, 
remediate

Ineffective endpoint protection 
ultimately leads to increased 
remediation costs

Endpoint Solutions are Failing: Why? 



The Better Approach

PREVENT
Multiple Protection 

Layers

DETECT
Advanced Detection 

Techniques

RESPOND
Comprehensive

Remediation



Globally, unfilled cybersecurity jobs will 
rise to 3.5 million by 2021*

US: 780,000 security professionals 

US: 350,000 unfilled cybersecurity jobs 

* June 2017 report from Cybersecurity Ventures

Security Jobs
Going Unfilled

NON-EMPTY HATS

EMPTY HATS



The starting and maximum salaries that 
security professionals earn varies 
significantly among the various nations 
surveyed

Security
Salaries Vary Start: $61 K

Max: $133 K

USA
Start: $95 K
Max: $155 K

AUS

Start: $36 K
Max: $125 K

UK

Start: $69 K
Max: $131 K

Singapore

Start: $47 K
Max: $108 K

Germany
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GLOBAL USA

Strongly Agree 16.4% 15.7%

Agree 36.7% 30.3%

Neutral 21.2% 26.8%

Disagree 21.7% 23.7%

Strongly Disagree 4.0% 3.5%

Do you agree that there is more money to be made in fighting cybercrime than 
being a cybercriminal?

However, nearly the same 
proportion believe that there 
is more money to be made in 
fighting cybercrime than in 
becoming a cybercriminal.

Is Security or Crime More Lucrative?
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Compensation Differences
The Lure Of a Black Hat Payoff

$100K
MONTH

More?

Incremental?

$65K
YEAR

WHITE HATS BLACK HATS



Respondents were most likely to suggest that 
it's easy to get into cybercrime without getting 
caught

• Roughly 50% of responses were Strongly 
Agree or Agree

Only around 11% of employees at mid-size 
companies believed that someone beginning 
Black Hat activity would be caught within the 
first year.

Black Hats at Mid-size Companies
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MOTIVES GLOBAL USA

Earn more money than as a 
security professional 62.5% 58.8%

The challenge that it offers 50.4% 47.7%

Retaliation against an
employer 39.7% 53.3%

It is not perceived as wrong 33.7% 22.1%

Philosophical reasons or some 
sort of cause 38.8% 49.7%

US security professionals are less 
likely than the global average to 
believe that their peers will be 
motivated to become black hats 
because of financial reasons…

They are much more likely to 
believe that their peers would be 
motivated by the desire to get 
back at their employer.

Why do People Become “Black Hats?”
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At what age does the average black
hat begin hacking for profit?

The Starting Age for a Black Hat

According to a 22017 report from the 
National Crime Agency, 61 percent of 
hackers began before the age of 
16 and the average age of those 
arrested for hacking was 17-years-old. 

The young age of the offenders can be 
attributed to their access to technology 
and the perception that hacking is a 
victimless crime.

60% of black
hats start before 
age of 16



Black Hatter- Evgeniy Bogachev 
Countries that don’t have extradition 
treaties with the US (Russia, N. Korea, 
China) are the ones where cybercrime 
is most prolific  

Cybercriminals feel untouchable 
because even if they are identified, 
they are living in safe havens.



Black Hatter- Karim Baratov
Operated a hacking service
for 7 years

Charged customers about $100 to 
obtain another person’s webmail 
password, using phishing attacks 

Cracked more than 11,000 accounts in 
Russia and the US



The New Cybercriminal

+ =

WH BH GH



The Lure of a Gray 
Hat Payoff

“I have bills to pay”
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• The proportion of gray hats in 
the United States is slightly 
higher than it is worldwide, but 
much less than in the UK.

How Many Security Pros
are“Gray Hats”?



GLOBAL USA

Strongly Agree 14.1% 11.6%

Agree 32.4% 35.9%

Neutral 21.6% 21.7%

Disagree 26.9% 23.2%

Strongly Disagree 4.9% 7.6%

Do you agree that it’s easy to get into
cybercrime without getting caught?

Nearly one-half of US 
security professionals 
believe that it’s easy to get 
into cybercrime without 
getting caught.

In the US, only 5% of cyber 
criminals are caught

Will Cybercriminals Get Caught?
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WILL CYBERCRIMINALS

GET CAUGHT?

5% of US 
cybercriminals
are caught



THE END?



So, now what?

Increased rewards for White Hats
Engage cybersecurity workers in 
decision-making
Clear penalties for Black Hats

Convert the gray hats!



Attracting talent

Training and certifications
Definitive career advancement
Target untapped talent, i.e. bug bounty
University programs
Invite school groups to learn more about 
cybersecurity
Compensation



THE END


